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3aMonoll'IHKOB An.B. E2 · 11485 

0 ·c.;,,yKType 11en0Kallbllb(X 38KOIIOB coxpa11eHHSI B 1lByMep11oii 
aenHHeilaoH u -Mollen.e: 

Iloxa3aHo, 'ITO npennono>KeHue O cneIU181IbHOM MYllhTHllnHKSTHBHOM 

xapaKTepe ll0ilCTBHSI 11enoKanbllhlX aapllllOB B llpOCTpaHCTBe aCHMOTOTH'leCKHX 
COCTOSIHRil 11ena11ei111oil U-M01len11 npHBOllHT K ypasHeHHHM ~aKTOpH38llHH 
nna llB)'X'l8CTH'IHbIX MaTpK'IHbIX sneMeHTOB paccestHHSI, 8 T8IOK8 B 3HaqHTenb

HOA CTeneHB onpenenseT BHll 9THX 38PH.ll0B. HS, aCHMllT~TiPl0CKHX .COC\TOSl~ll,SIX. 
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On the Structure of Non-I.,ocal Conservation Laws 
in the 'I'wo--Dimensional Non-Unear u -Model 

The non-local conserved charges are supposed to satisfy a 
special multiplicative law in the space of asymptotic states of the 
non-linear u -model. This supposition leads to factorization equations 
for two-partic;:le scattering matrix elements and determines to some 
extent the action of these charges in the asymptotic space. Their 
conservation turns out to be consistent with the factorized S -matrix 
of the nqn-linear u -model. It is shown also that the factorized sine
Gordon S-matrix is consistent with a similar family of conservation 
laws, 
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1 • INTRODUCTION 

The authors of a recent paper /1/ have discovered in the 
classical version of the two-dimensional non-linear C:S - model a 
one-parameter family of non.:.local conserved charges. Let N-compo
nent field '1. Q.(X), Q,,: / I)_ ,I satisfy classical equations of this 

. J~ ~ 

model: 

d 2 n..""+wn4,=o 
~N !2. 

L..(h'j •1.. 
a. .. J 

One can easily VEl.J'ify that in this case the matrix 

' j. 

Q(x,:J.fw) = P e><p i~w2.[ (~,,.J,-w{t,) dy, 

where ?(x) 

JJ a.I, 
~ 

are matrices with components 

= n.a.o/n1;,- n"?ntl. 

( 1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1. J) 

and the symbol .P means ordering of 
along the integration contour in (1.2) 

W does not depend on this contour. 
priate boundary conditions at infinity 

matrix multiplication 
from X to :J.. , for any 

Therefore, under appro
the following family of 

charges is conserved: 

Q 
tt.-h 
(w) ... CLb . Q (-ex1.,oo Jw). (1. 4) 
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The integration contour in (1.4) is taken along the spatial axis. cu, 
Thie family leads to the infinite sequence of conserved charges Q11,. 

o.b ; tU:i n.. Q (w) ::: L Q>t. W • (1.5) 

P?.•0 
The authors of Ref./1/ have noted also tnat being non-local, 

these charges are not additive, instead they obey the following 

multiplicative law: let the field n(x) configuration form at 
any moment two well-eeparat.ed waves: n(x) = Yl.i (_'X) at X ~ A ; 
n(x) = n2 (x) at 'X ~ 5 and n(x) =-Co11st at A.! X !: B • 

, Then 
tJ 

Q.b 
Q (.-ilxt w) I a.c ch 

= Q (n1Cx);u)Q (niCxt.vJ. c1.6> 
c~d 

r.--a_.h 
In Ref. /2/ the' quantum analog Q 2. of the antisymmetric 

Q tt.b . 
part of the classical charge ~ from (1.5) baa been constructed 
in the quantum non-linear 6 -model. It hae been shown that the 
conservation of this charge forbids multiple production in the 
model and forces certain relations between two.:.particle scatter·-
ing,matrix elements. These relations turn out to coincide with 
the factorization equations of the multiparticle non-linear 6 -
model S-matrix /J/. 

In the present paper we assume an existence of the family of 
conserved charges QQ.b(w) in the quantum non-linear 6 -model. 
We suppose also, that they satisfy a·certain multiplicative law 
which is a quantum version of Eq.(1.6). In Sec. 2 it ie shown 
that these suggestions lead to factorization equations for two
par,ti~le matrix elements and fix to some extent the form of these 
charges in the asymptotic space of scattering. In ,Sec.2 it is 
demonstrated also that the factorized S-matrix is consistent 
with this family of conserved charges. 

In Sec. J we show that the factorized S-matrix of sine
Gordon solitons is also consistent with a family of conse~ved 
charges with close properties. 

2. NON-LINEAR 6- MODEL. CONSERVED CHARGES 

rhe particle spectrum of the non-linear C) - model consists 
of N-component multiplet of massive particles which is transformed 

4 

by the vector representation of the isotopic group O(N) /J,6/. 

Q 4.b ) . Suppose, that the conserved charges (w are transformed ae 
tensors under orthogonal transformations and their actions in 
the asymptotic space satisfy the following multiplicative law: 
let t 0J.cJ.; eLcz.;, .. ; 01:.Cic,out) be a k-particle out-state, 

G L and Ci. being i -.th particle rapidity and the isotopic 

index; fjL < 02< ... <et:.. Aa 
particles X: are arranged 

~ .. *) 
xi< X.2.. ~ ••• < XK • Then 

r+ oo , the spatial coordinates of 
in the order of rapidity growth 

Iv 
a1 "), Mt \ a,a1 a.~_1b 

Qcw)/01Cti·••;0KcK,out;= L Q(w) 10!c1,Q(w)/e,.c,)•··Q(w) /0,_cl(). (2..i) 
'¼_, .. QK•t=i 

If t:-+ - = and in-states are under consideration the spatial 
coordinates of particles and their rapidities are arranged in 
the inverse order. Therefore, if again 0,1< -~ ~ 03 < ··· ( 91(. one 

writes: 

. N . - - . 
a.1 . / . ) cti.6 I a.z.Gi/ .\ a.ar..J. Qcw)/ 0iC1j···eKc~ L~ =LQ(w) 0ic1.)Q(w) 02.C1.r--Q(w) /01r.c0. (2.2) 

a1) ... al(.1 = i 
I 

Taking into account the isotopic covariance of the charge 
Q4b(w) and ite conservation one has in general: 

a..1. 4!, c<U. ~ cb 
Q(wJ/ijc)== fl~ 0)8 l~c) +f1..lw, 0)0 1~1>, +.J5Cv.; 9)o /°'a.)c2.J> 

with indeterminate functions ft , .J-2 and j~ . The, two
particle scattering matrix hae the following general form: 

*) Charges Q a..b ( W} are supposed to be normalized so that 

Qiw> Io) == 8a,bl o;. 
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c,eLSclc;(e12)= \01C1;.~c.z,ou-tl 0~cI; ~'c;,i.n.) = 
. ' I I 

2. 1 · t [ ('C,Cz.~ C1,Cz . 
=(2n-) 6(9c91)o(01.-0z) o o 61.(012) + (2,4) 

, - ' - cc' - ' 
+ 8c..lct o cic.z 6.2. ( 01z) + 8 1 \Sc.'-~03 (fi~2)], 

. . I I 
where fl-12_: et -ei . and ,82) (if; ~ > eJ. . 

1 0ne can verify directly that the conservation of charges 

Q~n . 
(_ w) in 2 ➔ 2 scattering leads to the following relations: 

[ Jl0Hie'J+,C.,c0Hiej] 61 ce-e; = !ieH-2(0
1
)6

2 
( e-e'J c2. 5a) 

[fi(e)t;z(e')-+z(e)ttCeJJ 63(e-e'J = fie)t2 (e'J62(e-e) c2.5b) 

[tceJflej-fieJfie~]6.3[0-eJ = :f-3c0Jfi0')6.z(e-e1
) c2.5c) 

[f/e)fi(e'J-.fiJJiJ~(e'J]6i0-0J = [ftC0JJi0j +ftfrJJfiej-r 

... fi(e)fz(e1 + N fiJeJ.J-le'Y+fa(&Jfa (8 1)]61.(e-eJ + <2
-

5
d> 

f 
I I +ta.Ce) ie J 62ce-e), 

where for the sake of brevity the arguments vii near J. 's are 
omitted. 

The general solution of Eqs. (2.5a-c) depends on three 
parameters .A , ¥ i and ¥2. : 

6 

~ 
!' I 
I 
i 

i -, 
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I. 

·A )i 
6J(e) = - i 8 62.Ce) ; 6le) = r c<. . 0 62 ce) 

i+ 2.-l 

(2.6) 

f.({l) = ~} 0 .J-1.(0) ; J,(0> ~ l',:e f1.(0). (2. 7) 

Eq,(2.5d) leads to the following relation between parameters: 

o'i+(,_ = - ; (JJ-2). (2. 8) 

Eqs.(2.6) and (2.8) coincide with the multiparticle S

matrix factorization equations of the nonlinear O -model /J/. 
Considering the crossing-symmetry relations 

one obtains 

6 2 (eJ = 62. ( i.ri-e) 

6.t(e) = c53 (i:x-e) 

' 
A= 2x 

N--2 .., Oi + ~-= -X. 

(2. 9) 

(2.10) 

v i. A v -_ ~~ 
so that only one parameter 0! = W' ; 02=-)t - w' remains 
undetermined and must be in some connection with the parameter 

W of the corresponding charge. Finally Eq.(2.J) acquires 
the form: 

a..b r ''[ s- a.b , Q(w)/0)c.) = Ti(W,0; 0, ]0.,C) - (2.11) 
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i w, , 8 ~ / fl, b) + i W,, O he / 0. a) I 
1 + 0 w 1- t!-(i."Jf- 0) ' 'j · 

>. ...\ 

To make sure that the conservation laws considered are con
sistent with the'.factorized multiparticle S-matrix it is conve
nient to use its algebraic representation /J/. In this way the 
states are represented by products of non-commutative symbols 

Ae,(9} , corresponding to particles. The arrangement of t_he 
symbols in theae products corresponds to that of particles 
along the spatial axis and their rearrangements (pair co_llisions) 
can be carried out by meana of: 

II 
C' C4.~ .\ -

A4 (e1)Ael.(e.J = o - 61.(9~2)L.AcC0a)AcCe1)+ 
C =1. (2.12) 

+ 6i0n.) Ac./01.) Ac.t (ei) + 03 (011) Ac/82.)Ae
2 
(0:d, 

with the amplitudes 6i , 02. - and 0.3 defined by (2.4). 
In theae terms Eqs.(2.1) and (2.2) can be replaced by: 

fl/ 
a.b /J . \. a.a, A Q1a,. at.16 

Q(w), ~(0s.)-·;Acl0r.) ==L Q(w) Ct(0i)Ocw)Ac/9i) ... Q(w)AeJ0r.) 
"-1 ... aH =i 

1 

(2. 13) 

while Eq.{2.J) takes the form: 

a.lo a.b · ae rbe 
Q(w)Ac(0)=f-/~0)o Ac(e}+i(~9)o 'Ab(f>)+t(~o)o ;44l(e). c2. 14> 

8 

Uaing theae formulae it is easy to show that if Eqs.(2.5) are 
true, the operation of pair transposition of neighbouring symbols 
is commutative with the action of the conserved charges Q a.b(w). 

J. CHARGES CONSERVED IN THE QUANTUM SINE-GORDON SCATTERING 

The quantum sine-Gordon model is equivalent to the massive 
Thirring model /7/ end therefore possesses the hidden internal 
symmetry 0(2)=U(1 ). The mass spectrum of t_his model contains 
both 0(2)-charged particles, namely, massive soliton (A) and 
corresponding antisoliton (A), and a number of thei; neutral 
bound states /8/. The total sine-Gordon S-matrix is factorized 
/4,5/ and its algebraic representation /4/ with non-commutative 
symbols A ( e) and A (e) corresponding to the soli ton and 
antisoliton, respectively, will be used throughout all the 
following consideration. The commutation relations for these 
symbols introduce two-particle soli ton amplitudes S , ST and 

SR, 

A(0.t)A(~) = S(e12) A(et)AUh) 

A(e.t)J(e.z)= s-(e1i)ACe2.)ACe1) 0. 1> 

- ' -
A(e1) A (eL) = ST(e12) A(e2)A(e1)+Se(9.a)A (e2)AC01). 

Suppose that in the model under consideration there is a 
one-parameter family of conserved charges- Qtlb(w) which are 
second rank 0(2)-tensors and satisfy the multiplicative law, 
described in the previous section (see Eqa.(2.1) and (2.2)). 
Their action on a one-particle state baa the form of Eq.(2.14) 
where real components of solitons AQ.. a.. =1,2 are related 
with charged solitona by: 

A = Ai+ i Al 
A = A.1 - i At 

(J. 2) 

9 
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The second rank 0(2)-tensor Q. is reducible; it is 

convenient to extract its irreducible components: 

Qo = · Q Ji+ Q2.2 

Q1 ... i ( a~2_ Q2.1) 

Q2. = ½(QH- Q_2.2+ i. Qfl.+ iQ2/.) 

Q_
2 

= ½ (Q,i( Q2z _ ~ Q/2~ ~ Q?.{). 

Then Eqs.(2.14),(3.2)_ and (3.3) result in 

where 

Q0 (w)A(0)· == Fo(w, 0)A (0) 

Qo(w).4 (e) =' Fo (w, 0) A L0) 

Qi(w)A(0) = f:"i(w,0) A (0) 

Qt(w)XCe) = - Ficw,0 J Ace) 
Q2 Cw) A [e) = o 

Q,Jw) Ace) = s C~ eJ A (oJ 
Q.lw) A (e) = Fz.C~ 0) A l0) 
G-2(w) A (e) = o , 

F,,(w,0) = 2./;_(w,8)+ £(~BJ +/2(~&) 

F~cw,e) = /:i.(~0)-f3 (w;&J 
F1-c ~ 0) = £ C ~ 0 J + /2 CW; & J . 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3. 5) 

Straightforward calculations show that the conservation of 
charges in two-particle collisions (3.1) requires three relations 

10 
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to be satisfied: 

- . . t' . . f I .. . : I f 

1, F;_ Ce)~ (eJSr(e~B) =[t=;,(e) fj_(eJ-F;_(B)fo(0'JJSR. (9- ()) CJ.6a> 

[ Fo ls)+~ ce)] F2.Ce1
)ST(e-e) + F,.(0)[FoUlJ-~(0~]SR c0-e'J = o.6b) 

~ [ t=;, (0)-: ~ (&)] F; ((l) s (0-:B) 

[ Fo(e)+ FlC9)].Fz(0JS1tC0.,iJ+ Fi.CeJ[FoC0)-&(0J] SrC0-8J = <:3-
6c> 

= G (e) [ Fo(e.'J+~(ej]$ (0~e~.-. 

The general solution of this system depends on three parameters 
and has the·form: 

S (9) + ST(9). sit A (fi+b) 
= 

.SR,(0) .sh A~ 
(J.7) 

see)- Sr Ce) CJ,). ce+'EJ 
- Ch Ab 

, 
Sf(&) i 

where ). and b are parameters, and 

F:,(9) _ sk}(e+v - - Slt.\~ f=':z. ce) (3.8) 

,;ce) - ch,l C0+~} - - Ch Ah F2 (9) 
where 1 is the third parameter, somehow connected with the 

charge parameter W • Eqs.(J.7) are equivalent to the factoriza
tion equations of the multiparticle sine-Gordon soliton S-matrix 
/4,5,9/. Therefore the factorized sine-Gordon s~matrix is con-

I.I 



sistent with the_,.conservation laws of the type considered. 

I would like to thank Alexander Zamolodchikov, B.Z.Kopelio
vich and Prof.~.I.Lapidus for interesting discussions. 
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